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Correct suspect identification of known offenders by wit-

nesses deteriorates rapidly as more are examined in mugshot

albums. Feature approaches, where mugshots are displayed

in order of similarity to witnesses’ descriptions, increase

identification success by reducing this number. System per-

formance depends on selection of system features. Four

methods of selecting features are evaluated empirically: the-

ory, random, hill-climbing aigorithm, and hybrid. The the-

ory asserts success depends on five properties of system

features: informativeness, orthogonality, sufficiency, consis-

tency, and observability. Comparing system performance

on the best 10 features selected (from a pool of 90) by each

method supports our contention. In four experimentaf tests

of a system with 1000 official mugshots, over 90~o of witness

searches resulted in photos of target suspects retrieved in

the first ten mugshots displayed for examination (using alf

90 system features). On average, suspects were retrieved in

the first 54, 7, 22, and 70 mugshots when using only the best

10 model features. Hybrid and hill-climbing algorithms did

not improve on this performance, and performance of ran-

domly selected sets of 10 features was poor.
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trieval, feature retrieval, suspect identification.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Feature approaches to suspect identification, in which wit-

nesses describe facial features of offenders, improve witness

accuracy by reducing the number of mugshot photos exam-

ined. These computerized systems are intended to replace

the ubiquitous mugshot album. Performance of feature sys-

tems depends on the set of facial features. We propose, and

test, severaf methods for selecting features.

The key to solving crimes is frequently identification of

suspects by witnesses or victims. Police forces typically

rely on three methods to identify suspects: verbal descrip-

tions; composite methods such as Photofit or Identikit; and

mugshot albums.

Each method has a role to play. However, verbal de-

scriptions lack sufficient detail and accuracy to be of much

use [2]. Composite procedures are relatively unsuccessful,

because they do not generate accurate, detailed images of

suspects [3]. The mugshot album approach is most success-

ful, because people are good at face recognition [4].

Nevertheless, the album approach suffers fundamental

problems. The task is tiring, time-consuming, and confus-

ing as witnesses often examine thousands of photos. The

probability of selecting the correct suspect (a hit) decreases

rapidly after the first 100-200 examined, while the probabil-

ity of selecting the wrong person (a false alarm) increases

rapidly [1, 4, 8, 9, 13].

To improve the album approach, several research teams

have developed what we refer to as feature approaches to
image retrieval [4, 6, 7, 13, for example]). A set of fea-

tures is used for distinguishing among mugshot photos in a

database. In our feature retrieval system, for example, users

describe a suspect (i.e., whose photo they wish to retrieve)

in response to a set of 90 queries (e. g., on a 5-point Lik-

ert scale, Height: How tall was this person?). The system

matches the witness’ description with those of mugshots in

the database. Mugsho:s are presented to witnesses in order

of similarity to their description.

We empirically tested our system in three experiments

[10, 11]. Mugshots of target suspects were typically among
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the first 10 examined by subject witnesses for a database of
640 suspects. This performance is significantly better than

that for mugshot albums.

However, it was Harmon [7] who, in a classic paper, in-

troduced the feature a~proach to suspect identification. His

approach, whife similar to ours in the use of Likert rating
scales, required 12 police raters per mugshot. Ours requires

one. Harmon’s requirement for so many raters per mugshot

substantially increases system development costs. In any

case, Harmon failed to establish the value of his system em-

pirically. In the only extant empirical test, subject witnesses

rated suspects directly from photos, and not from memory.

In contrast, Garner colleagues [5] empirically tested their

feature system (witnesses described target suspects from

memory). Their system, based on Likert rating scales for

some facial features and physical measurement of others

(from photos), was superior to the album approach. Sub-

iect witnesses identified tarzet susrrects more freauentlv and. . .“..
rnmdentified incorrect suspects less Lequently when using

Elfis’ feature system. Though successful, Ellis’ system re-

quires 10 police raters/mugshot, and mugshot photos must

be taken under exceedingly rigorous conditiom+ (faces must

be in the same position for replicable physical me~urement

of featuresl.

Empirical tests suggest feature systems possess valuable

qualities. First, they tolerate errors, as a user’s descrip-

tion may differ from the database’s on several features, and

still the target image is retrieved. Second, they permit un-

certainty A user can skip a feature without terminating

the retrlewd process. Third, they require no instructions or

training. The method therefore is well suited to non-expert

users.

While system performance has been good, the question

remains how to improve it. No consensus exists in literature

on the criteria recommended for selecting features. Recom-

mended criteria include srdiency [I], refinability and indepen-

dence [4], usefulness, stability, efficiency, and ease of coding

[6]. Features have also been derived from Identikit [13] and

the analysis of free descriptions [1]. This lack of consensus,

coupled with the complete lack of any theory or empirical

evidence justifying the criteria advocated, has hampered de-

velopment of feature systems.

The purpose of the present pape! is sixfold: first, to

propose a communication theory for selecting system fea-

tures; second, to propose several alternative feature selection

methods; third, to test these methods empirically; fourth,

to assess how system performance changes with number of

system features; fifth, to assess feature system tolerance for

witness errors and omissions; and sixth, to discuss method-

ological and t heretical issues arising from these investig a-

tions.

The next section presents a theoretical analysis of fea-

ture retrieval systems which can be used to guide system

development and improve system performance. Four major

propositions are advanced: feature retrieval is a communi-

cation process; retrieval success is governed by the degree

to which five properties of the feature set are met; unifying
those five properties is the concept of uncertainty; and, to

optimize system performance, those same properties should

constitute the criteria for selecting features.

1.1 COMMUNICATION MODEL OF FEATURE
RETRIEVAL

The central thesis of this study is feature retrieval is a com-

munication process. The source of a communication is the

user, and the destination is the retrieval system. In suspect

identification, for example, a witness must communicate to

the system an accurate description of a suspect’s features to

enable the system to retrieve their photo from the database

of mugshots. The system assumes the suspect’s photo is in

the database. However, feature descriptions are transmitt-

ed, not actual images. Thus, feature descriptions of each

image in the database constitute the set of possible mes-

sages. In transmission from user to system the message,

or featural description of an image, may be changed inad-

vertently. Such changes are attributable to addition of un-

intended information called noise which causes errors and

disto~tions in transmission. (See [4] for a general discussion

of information theoretic concepts. )

The effectiveness of feature retrieval systems depends

upon their ability to retrieve target images accurately. Re-

trieval success depends, in turn, upon the ability of the

system to discriminate successfully among database images,

and the abifity to transmit information about target images

from user to system.

A major thesis of the present analysis is five characteris-

tics of system features govern the effectiveness of discrimina-

tion and transmission: informativeness, orthogonality, con-

sistency, observability, and sufficiency.

1.1.1 Definitions of Factors Governing Retrieval Success

Informativeness is information value (or, equivalently, uncer-

tainty) associated with a feature. Informativeness depends

on the number of possible values for a feature and the distri-

bution of database images across the possible coding values.

For a scale with v possible coding values, a feature is most

informative if it divides the database images into v equal-

ized groups. Thus, for a 2-point scale on height, a .50-50

split, such that half the individuals in the database are tall

and half are short, is most informative. We measure infor-

mativeness in terms of bits.

Orthogonality refers to independence, or lack of corre-

lation, between features. Highly correlated features convey

primarily redundant information. Such features convey little

new information relevant to discriminating among images.

Our measure of orthogonality is Pearson r correlation.

Sufficiency is measured by the power of system features

to discriminate among database images relative to the mini-

mum required to uniquely discriminate among them. A suf-

ficient number of features is necessary to ensure adequate

discrimination and accurate retrieval.

Consistency is the degree of agreement between database

and the user codings. Any deviation between a user’s coding

of a feature and that by the database coder causes an error

(in transmission). We estimate consistency by the mean

deviation between user and database feature ratings, or by

the percentage of deviations greater than x scale units.

Observability is the degree to which a given feature is

actually used by system users for retrieval purposes. For

example, in suspect identification, witnesses are less likely to

observe or recall ear lobe size than hair colour, We estimate
observability by the percentage of features omitted by users.

A simple example will illustrate these concepts. In sus-

pect identification, suspects are described using 5-point rat-

ing scales on facial features such as hair length and size of

nose. Our theory asserts hair length is a good feature to

the extent that there are an equal number of suspects in

the database coded by police as l’s, 2’s, . . . . 5’s (i.e., for

1000 mugshots, 200 l’s, 200 2’s, . ..). witnesses do nat omit

describing hair length frequently or make large errors (e.g.,
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police rate target suspect as hair length as 5 but witness
rates same person as a 2); and provided it is uncorrelated
with nose size and other system features.

The analysis which follows serves to justify claims that

these five factors govern effectiveness of discrimination and

transmission of a set of features, and that uncertainty, which

unifies them, is the mechanism by which they influence sys-
tem performance.

1.1.2 Basic Information Concepts

The questions to be answered in communication systems are
centered around the amount of information transmitted; the
coding process used to change a message into a signal (i.e.,
from image to feature description); and the effects of noise.
The analysis to foIlow addresses these questions quantita-

tively. We begin with definitions of some basic information
theoretic concepts.

The system’s task is to decide which image in the data-
base matches the user’s description. To begin, any of the

database image descriptions might match the user’s descrip-
tion of the target image, and system uncertainty is at a
maximum. Information is communicated only to the extent
that this originaI array of possible descriptions is reduced.

Information and uncertainty are intimately related. If we
can measure uncertainty, then we can measure information
ss reduction in uncertainty. Uncertainty is quantitatively

related to the number of database images. If the system is
told nothing about the target, then all database images are
possible matches, and uncertainty is maximum.

The amount of information conveyed by a given feature

is a measure of how much it reduces the array of possi-
ble images. If, for example, half the suspects in a mugshot

database are tall while the others are short, then knowing a
suspect is tall reduces the array of potential suspects by one-

half. Every time the number of possible images is reduced
in half, one bit of information is gained.

Together, two features can reduce uncertainty by an
amount referred to as joint uncertainty. Uncertainty As-
sociated with a second feature may overlap that associated
with a first feature. Thus, two features may redundantly
convey some of the same information. Contingent uncer-

tainty is the average uncertainty in common between two

features (uncertainty associated with the intersection of two

features).
These concepts provide the foundation for our theoret-

ical analysis of feature-matching retrieval. The analysis is
divided into two sections: discrimination and transmission.
Discrimination depends upon informativeness, orthogonal-
ity, and sufficiency, whereas transmission depends upon con-
sistency and observability.

1.1.3 Discrimination: Uncertainty Associated with
the Database

Theoretically, a given set of d features can reduce uncer-

tainty by a maximum given by the nominal uncertainty of

the feature set. Nominal uncertainty, UNOM, equals the

sum of the maximum possible univariate uncertainties of

each feature.
Correlated features and unequaf distributions introduce

redundancy. Redundancy reduces the amount of uncertainty

reduction which a given feature set can achieve. Nominal un-
certainty associated with a given set of features can be parti-
tioned into three independent, non-overlapping components:
actual uncertainty associated with the feature set UFS, un-

certainty associated with unequal distributions ~DIST, and

uncertainty associated with correlated features UCOR. h

general, the actual amount of information conveyed by a set
of d features UFS will be less than, or equal to, fJNOM.

Information in the feature set may be insufficient to per-

mit full discrimination among all database images. Full

discrimination requires logzn bits of information (which is

called database uncertainty, UDB). Sufficiency of a given
feature set is reflected by the ratio of uncertainty in the fea-

ture set to actual database uncertainty. If every image in the
database is to be correctly distinguished from all others in
the database, then uncertainty in the feature set must equaf
or exceed UDB. For a database containing eight images,

UDB = 3 bits. Thus, the featuraf description must defiver
at least three bits of information to permit completely ac-
curatediscrimin ation.

Discrimination depends on the number of system fea-

t ures, that is, on sufficiency. From this analysis it follows
that elimination of any system feature necessarily reduces,

or at best leaves unchanged, the ability to discriminate.

Conversely, adding a system feature can never decrease the

ability to discriminate.
Accurate discrimination among database images does

not, however, guarantee successful communication of this
information from user to system. This information must
also be transmitted successfully from witness to system if
the system is to accurately retrieve target suspects from the
database.

1.1.4 Transmission: Uncertainty of Transmission From

User To System

Some information may be lost in transmission from user to
system (called equivocation in information theory), while

other information may be distorted (referred to as noise).
Communication may fail, either because the user faifs to ob-

serve the same image features as the databsse coder, or be-
cause user and database coders lack consistency (i.e., fail to

agree on how to code a given feature). Thus, witness errors
and omissions reduce the amount of information transmit-

ted from user to system. Consequently, system performance
deteriorates as error and omission rates increase.

The total or joint uncertainty UJOINT includes two over-

lapping sources of uncertainty: uncertainty in the system

feature set UFS, and uncertainty in the user UUSER. This
total uncertainty may be partitioned into three non-overlap-
ping components: lost information ULOST (k, uncertai@

residing only in the datab~e); noise fJNOISE ii% informa-
tion only in the user); and transmitted information UTRANs

(i.e., information common to both database and user) which
is the successfully transmitted information essential for cor-

rectly identifying target images. We are primarily concerned
with maximizing the amount of transmitted information.

1.2 SYSTEM DESIGN AND TESTING

Other researchers, such as Ellis, have defined success some-
what restrictively as successful identification (e.g., hits,

misses). Such a position can limit the process of design and
development. Our approach is predicated on a wider def-

inition of success including identification success, retrieval
rank, system tolerance, and feature quality.

Identification performance is the ability of witnesses
to identify suspects successfully from their photos and in-
cludes such measures as hits, misses, false alarms, and non-
retrievals. Retrieval rank is the rank order of a suspect’s
photo when the database photos are arranged in order of
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similarity to a witness’ description. Tolerance performance-

measures the ability of a system to tolerate witness errors
on some features (error tolerance), and omission of others
(omission tolerance), and still perform acceptably (as mea-

sured by retrieval rank). The fourth class of measures, which
we call uncertainty measures, assess informational proper-

ties of the features themselves: informativeness, orthogonal-
ity, sufficiency, consistency, and observability.

We argue that system performance is most accurately
measured by retrieval rank. Earlier presentation of target

photos markedly improves identification performance [1, 4,
8, 9, 13, 14]. System and user performance, on the other

hand, are confounded in measures of identification success.
Therefore, our immediate objective is minimization of re-
trievaf rank.

1.2.1 The Mugshot Database

The database consists of 1000 official mugshot photos of

known offenders. (In contrast, Harmon and Ellis used pho-
tos of non-offenders.) Colour photos were taken under stan-

dard conditions – frontal view of face from the shoulder up
(90 x 125 mm prints). The suspects are all white males,

aged 18-33 (99.5~o are aged 18 to 27).
Each mugshot was coded on 90 facial features by one

of 13 raters (6 males and 7 females in their early twenties).
The raters received no training or instructions. Raters coded
directly from the photo which was always available for in-

spection, as would be the case if police officers coded the

mugshots. Coding time per mugshot was approximately five
minutes. Each feature is coded on a 5-point Likert scale

(e.g., narrow nose 12345 broad nose).

1.2.2 The Feature Retrieval System

Our system, programmed in C, is implemented on a Sun

Spare 10. Witnesses work directly on the system. ‘J ! ey
describe suspects using the same 90 5-point scales. Fe~: ~,re

queries appear on the screen in succession.
Similarity between witness and database descriptions is

measured by a E. ciidean metric as Harmon [7] did, that is,
we sum the squared deviations between witness and databae

feature descriptions and take the square root of the sum. In
the Ellis system, similarity is measured by the number of fea-
ture matches. Preliminary research in our lab suggests the

Euclidean metric minimizes retrieval rank relative to other
metrics.

1.3 FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

We selected the best 10 system features (from the 90) in

four ways: model, hill-climber, hybrid, and random. These
met hods are described next.

1.3.1 Model

Using data gathered in previous experiments [10, 11], we
selected the 10 most informative, orthogonal, consistent and

observable features (selected features high on all 4 criteria).

1.3.2 Hill-climber

We developed a hill-climbing algorithm to improve upon the
model as a selection method. The algorithm started with
the first feature and computed the retrieval rank for 60 wit-

ness searches (the 60 searches derived from Experiments I

to 3 described below) using only a single feature. ThM pro-
cess was repeated for each feature. The singleton feature
yielding the lowest mean retrievaf rank was retained and a
second feature was added to form a seed for the next step.

The algorithm proceeded to change one feature at a time
in this seed, reassessing each time system performance on
the corpus of 60 witness searches. If mean retrieval rank
decreased below that for the seed, then the new set of n fea-
tures became the seed, and the process was repeated. The
process was terminated when the best 10 features were iden-
tified. The algorithm produces a local minimum but does
not guarantee the global minimum. (Exhaustive search of all
possible combinations of 90 choose 10 features is not feasible
in reasonable time. )

1.3.3 Hybrid

The algorithm, starting with the best 10 model features as a
seed, proceeded to change one feature at a time, reassessing

each time system performance on the corpus of 60 witness
searches If mean retrievaf rank decreased below that for the
seed, then the new set of 10 features became the seed, and

the process was repeated. The hybrid and hill-climber algo-
rithm produced the same set of 10 optimal features. For this
reason, the hybrid is not distinguished from the hill-climber

in analyses and discussions.

1.3.4 Random

System performance of randomly selected features provides

a baseline for other methods of selecting features. \Ve ran-
domly selected 100 sets of 10 features (from the 90 system

features). For each set we determined mean retrieval rank
for the 60 witness searches derived from Experiments 1 to
3 described in the next section. We chose the best set from
among these 100 sets of 10 randomly selected features.

1.3.5 Baseline

For comparison purposes, we report the average of all 100
sets of 10 randomly selected features (average includes the
best 10 random features and 99 other sets of 10). System
performance on the three feature selection methods just de-
scribed should be better than random performance. See
Table 2.

2 EVALUATION OF FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

The data from three previous experimental tests of our sys-
tem were reanalyzed to evaluate our feature selection meth-
ods [for details see 10, 11]. The database employed in [10, 11]
was expanded from 640 to 1000 mugshots for present pur-
poses. Feature descriptions provided by subject witnesses in

each experiment were reanalyzed using the larger database.
The objectives and methodology originally employed in each

experiment are sketched first. Results are then reported for
each reanalysis using all 90 system features in assessing sys-
tem performance. Finally, we report performance on the
best 10 system features for each method of selecting features.
(Only results pertinent to the present thesis are discussed
here.)

2.1 Database Expansion

The database was expanded to include 1000 official rnugshot
photos by adding 360 to the original 640 tested in [10, 11].

The new photos did not differ from the old in any systematic
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I IB aseline I SelectIon hlethod 1
Exp# I Random I Model Hill Hybrid Random

1 225.0 I 53.6 21.2 21.2 86.4

Table 1: Mean Retrieval Rank of Target Suspects When

System Uses Alf 90 Features

way. (See [10, 11] for a detailed description of photos and
offender population. ) The 1000 mugshots were coded by a
total of 13 people, 6 maie and 7 female, ranging in age from
20 to 3’2 (mean = 22.4). All were either students or workers
at St. Mary’s University, Each mugshot W.SScoded by one

of the raters on 90 facial features. The raters received no

training or special instructions.

2.2 Experiment 1 Reanalysis

A first empirical test of our prototype was conducted to
test its effectiveness in identifying suspects. Subjects en-
tered their descriptions of suspects on our computer system
but did not search through the actual mugshots. System
performance was measured by retrieval rank of the target
rather than identification success. This procedure simplifies
the experimental process, reduces time required to conduct

the experiment, and reduces the security risk created when

subjects view many mugshots.

2.2.1 Method

Five subjects, including males and females in their early
twenties, were tested. Subjects first searched for a prac-

tice mugshot. Then five target mugshots, randomly selected
from the database, were presented, one at a time. Order of
presentation was counterbalanced. Subjects had 10 sec to
examine a mugshot. (Ellis’ testing procedure w~~ followed
to increase comparability of our systems.) For each target,
subjects answered the 90 feature queries on the computer.

They were encouraged to answer all queries, guessing if nec-
essary, though skipping was permitted. No feedback was

provided between trials, and subjects were fimited to one
search per target.

2.2.2 Results

Mean retrieval rank for the 25 witness searches was 24.3
(using all 90 system features). See Table 1.

Table 2 presents system performance results for the best
10 features using each method of selecting features. The

methods differed significantly in retrieval rank of target sus-
pects, F(2, 8) = 18.51, p < .01. All methods differed sig-

nificantly (except hill-climber and hybrid which were iden-
ticaJ since they produced the same set of optimaf features)

by the Newman-Keuls multiple-comparison test (p < .05).
Hybrid/hill-climber performance was superior to model per-

formance which was, in turn, superior to random perfor-
mance.

2.3 Experiment 2 Reanalysis

The primary objective was to test an alternative proce-
dure for eliciting suspect descriptions from witnesses which

~ 172.7 7.0 7.5 7.5 52.6
3 152.9 ??.~ 10.8 10.8 54.4
4 311.0 70.0 139.0 139.0 2~5.8

Table 2: Mean Retrieval Rank of Target Suspects When
System Uses Only the Best 10 Features (For Each of Three
Methods of Selecting Features)

would discourage indiscriminate guessing and improve re-

call. Instructions to subject witnesses were changed in two
ways. First, they wrote out a suspect’s description by list-
ing clearly recalled characteristics. Then they answered our

feature queries on the computer. Second, when using the
computer system, subjects were encouraged to skip features
which could not be recalled with confidence. Thev were not

limited, however, to describing features written down earlier.
We expected performance, with prompting, to be superior

to that without.

2.3.1 Method

Five subjects, aged 21 to 43, were tested, including both
males and females. The Experiment 1 procedure was used.

However, guessing was discouraged and subjects wrote out
a description of a suspect befare using the computer system.
No practice was given.

Five mugshots, randomly selected from the database,
were presented to each subject in counterbalanced order.

Subjects had 10 sec to examine each target.

2.3.2 Results

Mean retrieval rank for the 25 witness searches was 6.5 (that
is, photos of target offenders were, on average, the sixth or
seventh of 1000 database mugshots displayed to witnesses).
See Table 1.

Table 2 compares system performance for the three se-
lection methods. The three methods differed significantly
in mean retrieval rank. F(2. 8) = !8.28. p < .01. Model
and hybrid/hill-climber selection methods did not differ sig-

nificantly, but both were significantly better than random
(Newman-Keuls test, p < .05).

2.4 Experiment 3 Reanalysis

The purpose of this experiment was to use a more realistic
testing procedure than the first two experiments (witnesses

saw only a single target face. rather than five); to eliminate
asymmetric transfer and range effects; to increase general-
izability by testing more subject witnesses, and to explore
the effect of using witness judgments of absolute certainty

on some features to eliminate mugshots.
In the first two experiments, subject witnesses searched

for severaf target offenders. Such repeated-measures de-

signs are plagued by practice, order. carry-over. asymmet-
ric transfer, rarrge and context effects [15]. Analysis of the
first two experiments showed no effect of practice on per-

formance. However, the effects of asymmetric transfer and
range cannot be eliminated by randomization, counterbal-
ancing, or taking out order M a factor In the design. To

eliminate these potential problems and to increase realism
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in the present study, subjects searched for a single target
offender.

3 DISCUSSION

2.4.1 Method

Ten subjects were tested, five male and five female. Ages
ranged from 19 to 30. Subjects included university students
and secretaries a.s well as workers from the local commu-
nity. The procedure was identical to that for Experiment

1 with four exceptions. First, subject witnesses provided a
written description of their suspect. Second, subjects were
asked to list those features for which they were absolutely
certain of their judgment. Only then did they answer the
feature queries on the computer retrieval system. Third,
after answering the system queries, subjects searched the
database mugshots, one by one, in rank order. They were
asked to identify the target suspect. Fourth, only a single
target was presented to each subject witness. No practice
was given. Guessing was not discouraged. Subjects were

randomly assigned one of two targets, randomly selected
from the database.

2.4.2 Results

Mean retrieval rank for the 10 witness searches was 3.8 (us-
ing all 90 system features). See Table 1.

Table 2 presents system performance for the best 10 fea-
tures selected by each method. The methods differed signif-

icantly, F(2, 16) = 11.84, p < .01. Model and hybrid/hiH-
climber selection methods did not differ significantly, but

both were significantly better than random (Newman-Keuls
test, p < .05).

2.5 Experiment 4 Cross-Validation

Three of the selection methods - hill-climber, hybrid and
random – relied on data obtained in Experiments 1 to 3

to generate the best 10 system features. Such a procedure
suggests the mean retrieval ranks reported for these methods

might be artificially inflated for those three experiments (see
Table 2). In contrast, the model used data from a previous
unpublished study (in which six people rated 25 men on the
facial features), and not data from those three experiments.

To control for this potential problem, a fourth experi-

ment was conducted to cross-validate the results.

2.5.1 Method

Ten subjects were tested, five men and five women, ranging
in age from 20 to 44. Ten mugshots were randomly selected
as targets. The procedure was the same as that for Ex-

periment 3 (each subject witness examined a single target
suspect’s photo for 10 see).

2.5.2 Results

Mean retrieval rank for the 10 witness searches was 7.2. See
Table 1.

Mean retrieval rank is reported in Table 2 for the three

selection methods. The effect of method was significant,
F(2, 18) = 3.83, p <.05. The model was significantly better

than random (by Newman-Keuls test, p < .05). No other
pairwise differences between means were significant.

The system has the properties we want. Retrieval perfor-

mance is good. In four experimental tests of the system on a
database of 1000 mugshots, retrieval rank of target mugshots
averaged 12.6 (using all 90 system features). Over 9070 of
all searches resulted in retrieval ranks less than 10. In Ex-
periment 3, all suspects were successfully identified. Unlike

Harmon and Ellis, these results were obtained using photos

of known offenders.
This level of system performance is not attributable to

short, retention intervals and the use of photos as targets.
In a recent series of experiments using people as targets,
rather than photos, system performance was comparable.
In another series of experiments, we tested the effect of time
delays up to 3 hours between viewing of suspects and re-
trieval and found no effect on system performance.

Computer simulations suggest the current system should
perform well even when database size is increased to over
10,000 mugshots. Moreover, the system has a high degree
of tolerance both for witness errors and omissions. Perfor-

mance was good even with error rates as high as 25~0 and
omission rates up to 5070.

Four methods of selectine svstem features were com-
“.

pared: communication model, hill-climbing algorithm, ran-

dom, and hybrid (hill-climbing algorithm with best model
features as seed). Each method was used to select the 10

features most likely to optimize system performance. All
four experiments provided independent tests of the model

method of selecting features because the best 10 model fea-
tures were selected using an independent set of data. In

contrast, the other three methods all relied on data derived
from the first three experiments and are, therefore, not in-
dependent tests (each method takes advantage of chance by

examining many alternative sets of 10 features and selecting

the best of them). Only the fourth experiment, the cross-
validation, provides an independent test of these methods.

In four independent tests, the model performed well.

Mean retrieval rank across four experiments averaged 34.8
for the best 10 model features (for a database of 1000 mug-
shots). In all experiments, the model was significantly better
than the random method of selecting features. Conversely,

in the one independent test of the random, hill-climber, and
hybrid methods, the three methods did not differ signifi-

cantly.
These results support our contention that informative-

ness, orthogonality, consistency, and observability are im-
portant determinants of feature system performance, and

consequently, qualify as suitable criteria for selecting sys-
tem features.

The present experiments and simulations cannot be con-
sidered definitive. Nevertheless, tne results strongly support
our contention that feature retrieval systems hold consider-
able promise for the future.

Ellis has argued that Harmon’s procedure, averaging sub-
jective rating of 10 judges to reduce coding error, effectively
precludes the practical use of the subjective approach to

feature retrieval. The successful performance of our system

supports our contention that multiple judges may not be
required for subjectively-based systems.

The present results also argue that the success of our

system is not strictly attributable to use of a large set of
system features. With just 10 system features (selected by

model), retrieval rank averaged less than 70 in each of the
four experiments.
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